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The significant consequences of the widespread misunderstanding
of light's behaviour relative to inertial reference frames.

ABSTRACT
General philosophy and sophisticated mathematics are the foundation stones
of the current understanding of Einstein’s special and general relativity.
Within the theories of curved spacetime and of relativistic cosmology, with its
geometry and dynamics appearing to represent the physics of the entire
universe, there is a common misunderstanding of light's behaviour relative to
inertial reference frames. In particular, I examine the errors in maths and logic
made by Wolfgang Rindler and D.F. Lawden, from which further erroneous
assumptions have been extrapolated.
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INTRODUCTION
Somehow the basic notion of light behaving in exactly the same way in any
inertial frame has allowed a further expansion of this notion to include the
misapprehension that when light enters, passes through, or is found within, a
described inertial frame, its action can consequently be dictated to, by that
frame. This has led to the propounding of further assertions that just cannot
fly- when founded upon this erroneous broadening of Einstein's initial
contention.
A frame of reference is a method for assigning numbers to measurements,
but that frame is not the measurements themselves, nor is it the resulting

numbers. As such, ‘passing through’ a frame of reference doesn't make
sense.
There is usually one particular time and place in a frame of reference called
the ‘origin’. Whether or not light passes through the origin, it will be unaffected
by how we choose to track those frames.
Light is said to move along “null geodesics”, but these null geodesics are not
associated with any reference frame.
In order to examine and explain the errors in thought associated with inertial
frames, I have chosen, in this thesis, to refer mostly to two ubiquitous
reference and procedural textbooks, both considered significant bases for
study. These works are, 1) "Essential Relativity", by Wolfgang Rindler, and 2)
"Introduction to Tensor Calculus and Cosmology" by D.F. Lawden, both of
which include rationalised opinions that are widely held by theoretical
physicists today.
Appendix 1. reasons for choice of authors.
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PART ONE; Two observers and inertial frames
I begin with an excerpt from Rindler's; 'Relativity of simultaneity, time dilation
and length contraction: a preview', which, right from the start, makes a
statement that I question. (all quotes will be in blue).
"According to Einstein’s second axiom, light in every inertial frame behaves
like light in Maxwell’s ether".
"If light is sent from stationary clock A to stationary clock B over a distance L,
the arrival time at B is L/c units later than the emission time at A".
Accepted.
"If light is emitted half-way between A and B, the arrival times at A and B are
equal".
This last sentence is far too simple a statement as it implies that somewhere
there can be considered a completely and universally static situation.
In the 1860's, it was thought that electromagnetic phenomena were supported
by a medium called the "aether" and that Maxwell's equations would prove to
be valid only in an inertial frame stationary in this medium, (i.e. the special
principle of relativity was denied for electromagnetic phenomena).
Maxwell had formulated equations for electrodynamics which predicted a
specific speed of light, and in the 1880's Michelson and Morley demonstrated
that the speed of light is the same in all directions.
However there was nothing in Maxwell's equations to account for relative
motion between emitter and receiver, an issue which Einstein later addressed.
Einstein knew, from Michelson Morley's experiments, that there is no medium
in which light waves propagate. Concluding that the speed of light is constant
in every frame of reference, allowed Einstein to arrive at his second axiom to
which Rindler refers........ (Appendix 2, The Second postulate) ........that the
speed of light is equivalent in every inertial frame. However, Rindler misses
the crucial point that light is independent of those frames, that is- light is not
influenced by the behaviour of that frame itself. He therefore cannot
necessarily say that "the arrival times at A and B are equal".
It is the misunderstood characteristics of an inertial frame which entails the
concomitant belief that light, once found in a particular inertial frame, can thus
be manoeuvred by that frame, that I address here.
Rindler's example that follows exploits the perception of 'two observers'.
These two characters will appear often in this thesis as I will show that any
hypothesis that employs this method is fundamentally flawed.
Rindler continues; (and I add illustrations to emphasize his suggestions)

"Now suppose we are in an IF" ( the green dot in my diagram below.) "and a
fast airplane flying overhead constitutes a second IF" (I show this plane, with
its two interior observers).

Diagram 1; illustrating Rindler's first (us) and second, reference frame (plane).
"Suppose that a flash-bulb goes off in the exact middle of its cabin. Then the
passengers at the front and back of the cabin will see the flash at the same
time, say when their clocks or watches read ‘3’".
The diagram below illustrates more fully this conviction of Rindler's.

Diagram 2; the light emanating from a flashbulb source is incorrectly assumed
to reach both observers at the same time, from the point of view of those
observers, both situated within the craft.
This is WRONG!!
A reference frame, even of constant velocity ( the fuselage) cannot influence
the passage of light passing through it.
Reference frames are ultimately just abstractions: ways of assigning time and
space coordinates to events in history. Einstein went to some trouble to show
how you could, in principle, implement a reference frame practically in terms

of measuring equipment (clocks and rulers) with certain assumed properties,
but that was just to motivate and explain his modifications to Newtonian
mechanics. Any scheme giving the same coordinate values for the examined
events is equally fine, including using a completely different reference frame
and deriving the numbers for the desired frame by applying the Lorentz
transformation.
Light, therefore, is entirely independent of the reference frame! That is- the
light from the flashbulb is entirely 'ignorant' of it's propagation being within a
travelling aircraft and will not have its behaviour altered accordingly.
However, the time over distance for light must be influenced by a shortening
of its track by the contraction of its environment. (the approach of the rear
passenger towards the flash source, as Rindler subsequently allows for, as
the view of an external observer.)
So this first claim of Rindler's, of course, is totally incorrect. The only way that
light could reach both ends simultaneously would be if the light approaching
the forward passenger, who is receding from the flash point, travelled more
quickly than the light travelling towards the rear passenger, who is
approaching the flash point.
To realise this mistaken notion, it helps to imagine an absolutely huge moving
interior for a similar flash-bulb explosion.
Below, in diagram 3, a flashbulb explodes in the middle of an enormous,
transparent spaceship in the top frame. (and what difference to an inertial
frame would that transparency make? None. The construction of the craft,
which is a rigid shape, moving at a constant velocity, can never affect its
being able to be considered as an inertial frame.) I keep the flash point
showing throughout the four images so as to locate, in space, where that
event occurred.
The flash is absolutely minuscule (exaggerated in the diagram, so as to be
distinguishable!) in comparison to the vastness of the craft around it. So great
is the difference in size that the flash might as well be in space itself. It just so
happens to be within the space ship.
A sphere of light expands from that initial flash.
There is no atmosphere in the craft which could 'drag' the expanding light
along; no "aether" to affect its course.
The spaceship cruises sedately through millions of galaxies, along with the
source of the flash, which is now irrelevant, and the expanding sphere of light,
is, clearly, no longer influenced by the "host's", or source's, movements.
The rear of the spaceship interior is illuminated before the forward part of the
craft. In no way can both ends of the rocket be illuminated at the same
moment.

Diagram 3; The sphere of light emanating from a flashbulb, that 'just so
happens' to have been within an enormous spaceship. The expanding sphere
is 'ignorant' of the fact that the craft is in forward motion.

There is no difference in what we see here from a situation whereby the flash
exploded outside and beyond the transparent craft. Perhaps, here, it 'just so
happens' to line up to give the same appearance (of being inside the craft) as
we see above.
This means that a correct diagram for how a flash of light behaves inside
Rindler's plane should demonstrate that the light flash does not hit both
interior walls, and both observers, at the same moment.
The red dot below being the source of the flash. The yellow rings; the
expanding sphere of light.

Diagram 4; the plane moves forward. The source of the flash stays at the
centre of the plane. The sphere of light expands from the initial position of the
source.
As we have now confirmed that physics asserts that light is always
independent of a reference frame, we can see that, in Rindler's case, where
the IF is the fuselage of the aircraft, there is no simultaneity whereby the flash
reaches both front and rear passengers at the same moment.
As with the planet-sized space-craft, the centre of the expanding sphere of
light from the flash-bulb will not be dragged along with the forward motion of
the plane, nor will the expanding light's initial centre be permanently 'attached'
to the flash-bulb source. Once emitted, the light from the flash is no longer
influenced by its source, or by the surrounding IF.

However, all that I have been explaining above Rindler now does accept
when he considers the view of "us" as exterior observers, in our own separate
inertial frame!
"But now consider the progress of this same flash in our IF. Here, too, the light
travels with equal speed fore and aft. Here, too, the flash occurred exactly
half-way between the front and back of the plane. But now the rear
passengers, who travel into the signal, will receive it before the front
passengers who travel away from the signal".
Is it extraordinary that Rindler does not apply this thinking to the first instance;
that he chooses to prescribe an inconsistent experience between the inner
and outer observers. You see? The employment of 'two observers' has led to
fundamental errors.
(Appendix; 3) Train paradox (again the 'two observer' fallacy).
It is important to recognise this erroneously selective argument of Rindler's,
(and of others, of course), at this early stage, as this provides the basis for the
first significant consequence that has been extrapolated from this error. Both
time dilation and length contraction are predicated on the above issue being
viable. This difference in experience between two observers is, sadly, the
faulty foundation stone of many of today's most important notions!
Rindler's goes on to describe his image below thus;

Diagram 5; Rindler's image of timings for light's travel within the plane.
This, "is a snapshot of that plane taken in our IF when the signal hits the back
of the cabin. We know the rear clock then reads 3. But since the signal has
not yet reached the front, the front clock will read less than 3, say 1 (in units
very much smaller than seconds!).
So Rindler suggests the right hand number should read 1 because the 'light's
travel time' he is considering, is still on its way towards the front passenger.
However, at every particular moment, the same time has, of course, elapsed
for all clocks in the craft. The time on those clocks, (each passenger having
one), are neither affected by where the expanding light-sphere is reaching.
These two numbers should clearly always read as being the same, they
continue to be simultaneous; reading (his choice) 'time 3', as time is ticking by
evenly for both front and rear travelling beams.

It is just that the right hand beam has not reached so far down the fuselage,
from the flash source, at the time of the snapshot.
Both should obviously read 3 as positioned in my snap-shot diagram below.

Diagram 6; the expanding flash sphere at 3 units of time.
Now, correctly, the expanding sphere of light, from its initial flash point,
clearly hits the rear passenger before the forward passenger. And the
numbers are synchronous.
Again, using Rindler's numbers, outlined in his diagram 5, (where he allows 3
units of time for the flash to reach the rear passenger and one unit of time to
be on the way towards the forward passenger), where we know that the light
has not yet reached the forward passenger, I show, in the diagram, below the
growing number of units accrued when the light does reach the forward
passenger.

Diagram 7; a correction to Rindler's timings.
Once we accept Einstein's second axiom of light being independent of any
reference frame, it is clear that the circumstances that Rindler describes as
the experience of "us" in our IF, has to be exactly what would be experienced
by the two passengers in the plane.

Again, like the planet sized space ship, if the plane's fuselage were to be
transparent, physics would not allow for two different interpretations to be
understood of only one event,(by an internal and an external observer).
However, Rindler continues;
These two different clock readings are simultaneous events in our IF.
Thus simultaneity is relative! No, it's not!
(They are not different clock readings, it is now clear- therefore we cannot
claim that the observers understanding of time is 'relative'.)
Now add a second identical plane to the argument, travelling at the same
speed but in the opposite direction

Diagram 8; Rindler expands the errors.
Suppose the two planes were just level with each other at the instant in our
frame when we took our snapshot.
By symmetry, the second plane’s clocks in that snapshot will also read two
units apart, say again 3 in back and 1 in front, if their zero-settings are suitably
adjusted.
Of course Rindler's symmetry doesn't work, now we agree that circumstances
do match for all observers here. To equalise the 2 planes positions when the
front passenger receives the flash would put the planes 2 units further
forward. A snapshot would therefore look like this;

Diagram 9; my correction to Rindler's image in diagram 8.
Rindler continues from diagram 8;
But this implies that the bottom plane sees the top plane fully alongside of it
from time 1 to time 3, (as in Rindler's diagram below) which is drawn for a
relative speed that produces a shortening by 1/3.
Also, if Rindler agrees that light has taken 3 units of time to cross the length of
his plane (travelling at c, of course) and the planes cross one another within 3
units of time, his planes are travelling at the speed of light! Not possible!

Diagram 10; Rindler finds an explanation for length contraction from the
above errors.

Lastly, consider the instant in our IF when the rear ends of the two planes
pass each other. We know from (Rindler's diagram above) that this will
happen when the rear clock of the bottom plane reads ‘4’.
Clearly we expect the front and back clocks in each plane still to read two
units apart. So, by symmetry, in both planes they now read 4 and 2,
(Rindler's drawing 'c' below).

Diagram 11; The errors compound to assert that the two plane's clocks differ
from one another now, thus purporting to confirm 'time dilation'.
Observe from Figs (a) and (c) that the passage of the rear clock of the top
plane along the length of the bottom plane takes only one unit of time by its
own reading, but three units (from time 1 to time 4) by the reckoning of the
bottom plane.
So the bottom plane considers this moving clock to go slow by the same
factor 1/3 as for length contraction. This is the phenomenon of time dilation.
Note the perfect symmetry between the two planes: each is the shorter and
has the slower clocks by the other’s estimation.
For one of the planes to pass the other plane in '4 units of time' now requires
one or the other to have stopped!
This theorising is completely full of flawed ideas predicated on the misuse of
the concept of inertial frames.
Lets start again. Below is a diagram of two craft passing.
Each plane has five clocks along its length. The clocks all read the current
time for the whole plane, in each of its positions. There is a five unit 'pasttense' time-line behind each plane (negative numbers) and a time-line of the
planes' futures (positive numbers) in front.

After five units (from the opening frames) the planes' positions coincide at
time zero. It takes from -2 units, to + 3 units, to meet, pass and. clear. (5 units
total).
To compare the -5 position of the red plane with the +5 units of the blue plane
(as Rindler did in his diagram) tells us nothing about anything, as the red
plane is no longer occupying that -5 position in space.
Same with comparing the -3 position for blue with the +3 position of red.

Diagram 12; the simultaneity of two planes passing- without the misleading
maths.
You have to agree that this diagram is obvious; completely straightforward.
The event is clear, arrived at by unambiguous reasoning. Surely the
employment of clear logic is more valuable than the 'staggering through' of
complex and perverted mathematics for a credible explanation of the simple
action of two craft passing? Especially when that convoluted process is

predicated on the suggestion of a real and physical difference resulting from
the misunderstood observations of the two, independent, inertial witnesses.
Also, by the law of Occam's Razor, whereby, should there be
two explanations for an occurrence, the simpler one is usually better; the latter
explanation of reciprocal time for two passing craft has to accepted.
In fact, the more assumptions you have to make, as in Rindler's example, the
more unlikely is the final explanation. This incorrect and clumsy interpretation
of symmetry (or lack of it) and its concomitant presumptions of length
contraction, provide the second significant consequence of which I write.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART TWO Einstein's Lift and bending Light
No matter how obvious the truth of my assertions above appear to be,
misapplications and confusion about light's behaviour in an inertial reference
frame are further examined in this section.
From the German University of Astro physics we have another extraordinary
(but widespread) conclusion from a 'thought experiment'. This time, the
opinion that follows allows light to bend due to the movement of an inertial
frame through which it is travelling.
“A lift is stationary, (there is an observer within it, and another observer
outside the lift) a pulse of light is shone through a hole in the lift’s left side.
Immediately the lift is in free fall. There is a hole immediately opposite in the
right wall". (A)

Diagram 13; The naive claim that light will bend within a dropping lift.
"As both the lift and the inner observer are in free fall the beam will exit the
opposite hole having travelled in a straight line”. (Appendix 4; free-fall)
This is their claim; we will see that this is nonsense.

“Unknown to the inner observer the lift has started to fall as the light enters
the lift”.
Any apparent deflection of the straight beam of light would actually allow the
inner observer to realise that it was he who was in motion.
“Initially both observers are at rest, relative to each other at the start of the
experiment. Also, both observers agree that the light pulse enters through one
hole, and leaves through the other”.
Both observers would agree to this? No.
“During the light's travel time across the interior of the lift, it will have moved
downward - and so will the second hole, through which the light pulse later
makes its exit”. (B)

Diagram 14; My image illustrating what we are incorrectly told would occur to
a pulse of light in a falling lift.
"Therefore, from the point of view of the outside observer, the light pulse
cannot travel along a straight line. It has travelled in a straight line across the
lift but the lift has fallen” (C, D)
Even the outside observer, we are told, would see this bent beam of light!

Diagram 15; Showing what we are being asked to accept
I believe that this sort of problem occurs when physicists rely entirely on the
predictions of mathematics, in an arena where a lack of any ability to
conceptualise events visually, allows them to arrive at untenable conclusions.
But they go on........
“Our argument does not require the actual, physical presence of the cabin.
Since the cabin and the light never actually interact, our argument must hold.

Now the faulty claim is expanded to proclaim that light would bend even
without the influence of the falling lift. (E). So a pulse of light can be deflected
downwards apropos of nothing? Really?
The multiplication of probabilities leads to indefensible results.
Clearly what would occur is this, (F);

Diagram 16; a light beam crosses a lift in free-fall.
Result; The pulse of light hits the lift's opposite wall, illuminating, momentarily,
the area above the exit hole, before ceasing to exist. It has been unaffected
by the inertial frame of the lift.
There is an abundance of erroneous thought resulting from the many false
inferences still arising from the misapprehension that light can be affected by
any reference frame in which it may be propagated.

Let us imagine another thought experiment concerning this same issue.

Diagram 17; A giant is holding a transparent, inertial reference frame!

A pulse of light propagates from one end. The yellow line marks the path of
the pulse through the frame.
This yellow pulse is noticed by an occupant living within the frame and also
by a remote observer, the horseman, who is in a separate reference frame of
his own.
Relative to the horseman's frame the giant's hand-held frame is initially at
rest.

Diagram 18; The giant is responsible for the subsequent movement of the
frame.
Now the giant moves his frame about. There is a short period of acceleration
from rest to movement, after which the giant's actions are sufficiently smooth
to guarantee a non-accelerating, constant velocity, inertial situation for that IF.
So the question is; would the light pulse's track be dictated to by the
surrounding frame's movement, such that it zigzags about, following the
movement of that inertial frame in which it is travelling, or would it continue on
a perfectly straight path?
We must apply now what we know. Light is independent of a reference frame,
so light would be unaffected by, and unaware of, the movement of the frame
in which it was broadcast.
The giant, and the horseman would see the light as following a straight path.
However, the frame's occupant would see the light pulse apparently bounce
about, thus clearly indicating to her that she is in movement relative to her
initial position 'at rest'.
The accepted integrity of the straight line propagation of light is the very thing
that tells us about relative movement.
The third significant consequence of this essay, then, arises from a faulty
comprehension of the behaviour of light; believing that its direction can be
influenced by the movement of independent inertial reference frames.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART THREE; relativistic kinematics

Again, with apologies, it is useful for me to quote Rindler, who, having
championed the phenomena of time dilation and length contraction, goes on
to expound the particulars of another favourite, 'apparently explained'
conundrum of theoretical physics; relativistic kinematics, in the form of the
"Pole in the Barn" thought experiment.
I understand that Einstein initially posited the possibility of this event as a
joke, however this suggestion is now widely accepted as representing a
practical result of length contraction through very high speed.
As in part one, this exploits the apparent difference in the comprehension of
'two observers', in differing inertial frames, those being the effective, (but
invalid) components that allow this theory to fly.
Firstly I use Rindler's explanation of this 'pole in a barn' paradox, after which I
describe all the holes in the presumptions behind the idea.
Consider the situation of a man carrying horizontally a 20-ft pole and wanting
to get it into a 10-ft garage.
He will run at speed v = 0.866c to make γ = 2, so that the pole contracts to 10
ft.
So the man runs with his (now contracted) pole into the garage. In principle
we do not doubt the feasibility of this experiment; that is, the reality of length
contraction.
Firstly, to add some humour to the experiment, I ask; if the pole shrinks to
half its length then, likewise, so should the man shrink. Having shrunk, would
his poor little legs have to run twice as fast as they would if full size?
More serious concerns regarding the feasibility of this experiment follow.
However, when the pole stops in the rest-frame of the garage, (by hitting a far
wall made from concrete) it will tend to assume, if it can, its original length
relative to the garage.
What about the symmetry of the phenomenon? Relative to the runner, won’t
the garage be only 5 ft long? And, if so, how can the 20-ft pole get into the 5-ft
garage? Very well, let us consider what happens in the rest-frame of the pole.
The open 5-ft garage now comes towards the stationary pole. Because of the
concrete block, it keeps on going even after the impact with the pole, taking
the front end of the pole with it. But the back end of the pole is still at rest: it
cannot yet ‘know’ that the front end has been struck, because of the finite
speed of propagation of all signals.
Even if the ‘signal’ (in this case the elastic shock wave) travels along the pole
with the speed of light, that signal has 20 ft to travel against the garage front

open wall's 15 ft, before reaching the back end of the pole. So the pole more
than just gets in.
whatever result we get by correct reasoning in any one inertial frame, must be
true; in particular, when viewed from any other inertial frame. As long as the
set of physical laws we are using is self-consistent and Lorentz-invariant,
there must be an explanation of the result in every other inertial frame,.
Now I will show how this is an unacceptably confused and half baked
rationalisation.
So let us see what Rindler is saying.
The first example.
The garage is at rest, and the 20' pole, already contracted to 10' by travelling
at 80% 'c', enters the garage and hits the rear concrete wall. The integrity of
the garage is not challenged, its shape and structure do not alter at all,
(before or after impact) and the pole, being shrunk, momentarily fits inside the
garage, solely by the contracting effects of its speed.

Diagram 19; Rindler's symmetry; example one, pole moves towards and into
the barn; example two; the garage moves towards, and surrounds, the pole.
So, example two, symmetry;
The pole is at 20', 'at rest'. (There must be a concrete block behind it to
prevent it from moving when struck by the garage).

The garage approaches at 80% 'c' and is already at half its 'proper' length, at
5 feet.
On impact with the pole, Rindler maintains, the front end of the pole is forced
towards the back end of the pole because the back end of the pole is still at
rest: : "it cannot yet ‘know’ that the front end has been struck, because of the
finite speed of propagation of all signals".
So Rindler maintains, the pole becomes compressed, but, (he totally fails to
acknowledge) not by 'length contraction', of course, because the pole is at
rest, but because it is actually being crushed! Structurally ruined!
Therefore, in this scenario the pole will be unable to; "tend to assume its
original length relative to the garage" when the experiment is over.
Now this is a very different situation, whereby the pole is physically and
permanently distorted and completely unable to spring back to its 'proper'
shape after impact, as it was able to do in the first example.
So why does Rindler consider that the integrity of the contracted garage
continues to be unaffected by the impact, when the pole was affected thus in
example one?
So this whole explanation is clearly ill-considered as Rindler only partially
employs his symmetry theories, he does not fairly apply his laws to every
aspect of the event.
Applying the physics from example one to the symmetry of the phenomenon
in event two, would actually give us the following;
The 80% 'c', 5' garage, impacts with the rod. The pole is at rest and it
maintains its integrity; its shape and structure, (as did the garage in example
one). It is not crushed.
However;
The front part of the side walls of the garage's entrance do not yet know that
its rear wall has impacted with the rod (it cannot yet ‘know’ that the back end
has been struck, because of the finite speed of propagation of all signals)
and would therefore carry on moving.
So, after impact, the front of the garage walls will still be travelling forward at
80% 'c', and the signal carrying the information of the impact- from the impact
zone- would be approaching that particular part of those walls at 'c'.
The diagram 20 below demonstrates this outcome.
On impact, the garage's side walls keep going at 80% 'c'.(8 of the very small
squares, per frame, on the graph).
The elastic shock wave 'stop signal', shown below as a moving blue arrow,
travels in the same direction, gradually catching up with the receding wall
ends. (10 very small squares, per frame, on the graph).

Diagram 20; Showing how a correct application of length contraction would be
applied, should the theory of 'length contraction' actually be valid.

Let's examine this conundrum once more to find other scientific axioms and
fundamental laws of physics that Rindler's explanation contradicts, and
thereby discover the weakness of his justification when examined logically.
1) So the 20' pole is the moving object and we have the 10' garage as a rest
frame; the pole has to shrink to 10'.
By symmetry, with the pole in a rest frame and with the garage closing in to
the pole, Rindler has the pole compressed to 5'.
Given that we can never tell what is actually moving in any situation, and here
it's 'whether the pole approaches the garage' or 'vice versa', we clearly have
two results that do not coincide. Two observers would disagree on their
measurements of both pole and barn.
Rindler himself states that a result we get in one inertial frame has to be true
also in a second frame, but these results repudiate this. Different observers,
each in their own inertial frame, will disagree on the pole's length on impact.
(whatever result we get by correct reasoning in any one inertial frame, must
be true; in particular, when viewed from any other inertial frame).
But Rindler, in his own example, is accepting two different results. His
observers would not agree on what was occurring; i.e. the length of the pole.
2) A second issue to cast doubts on the validity of length contraction,
concerns the physical manipulation of atoms.
We know that planets can implode to astonishing densities, so we have to
accept that the pole, when shrunk to half (or less) of its 'proper' length, can
cope with the compression of the atoms of which it is composed in example 1.
3) But, where has all the extra 'material' come from to enable the garage walls
to extend to 25', from the (travelling garage) 5' (or static garage) 10', when it
impacts with the pole? If the walls were naturally composed of 1000 bricks
there requires, during this experiment, for there to be an increase of the mass
equivalent to 5000 bricks!
4) However, thinking about the pole accelerating to the required speed
sufficiently to shrink the requisite amount to fit into the garage, it will have to
have been becoming shorter (in the direction of its travel), from the
movement's start, to the speed it has to reach, when closely approaching the
garage.
For it to become shorter whist travelling forward, both ends of the pole would
have to shrink, (that is close in), towards the centre of the pole. This means
that the back end of the pole is moving forward with its shrinkage speed in
addition to its forward speed, when the front end of the pole will be shrinking
backwards, deducting the shrinking speed from the forward speed. This

provides the unacceptable condition of each part of the solid pole travelling at
different speeds!
3) Now let's look at recording the 'proper' length, or its contracted length, of
the pole during this imaginary journey.
Let there be a camera (A), at the start, and throughout, in the same inertial
frame as the pole; that is, (A) is able to travel with the pole as it approaches
the garage.
Let there be a 20' rule at the garage entrance.
If length contraction is a factor, the camera will shrink (only in the direction of
travel) along with the pole. This means that the image on the camera screen
should show a shorter pole, but, still with its 'proper' diameter . (Again as
shrinkage occurs only in the direction of travel). The camera's lens and sensor
will have contracted to provide a field of view recording half the ruler.

Diagram 21 ; the conflicting views taken from cameras associated with the
experiment.
With the pole finally stationary, resting against the back wall of the garage,
the pole will have reverted to its 'proper' length, as will camera (A) and its

recorded image. But this photo has to show a 20' pole, with a double
diameter, and only half a ruler!
In a matching experiment, static camera (A) is aligned with another static
camera (B), both having a corresponding focal length lens and both being at
the same horizontal distance away from the pole's travel path. Camera (B) is
rigged by the garage entrance and is triggered to fire as the pole passes,
having a shutter speed commensurate with the possible speed of the pole. (If
we can imagine a man running at 80% the speed of light, and carrying a pole,
I'm sure we can imagine a camera with a shutter speed that operates this
quickly!)
This must record a pole of 'proper' length, given that, for that oh-so-fast
camera shutter, the pole will be, apparently, stationery, aligning with the full
ruler. This is just when it is expected to fit into the 10' garage.
So at this single and specific moment the pole has two recordable lengths.
Also we can see that travelling camera (A) has to travel beyond the static
position of camera B, when they both record the moment of the pole entering
the barn. Therefore shrunk camera (A) takes a different field of view from
camera (B).
So, checking our photographs, we have many conflicting records of what has
occurred. There are differences in the pole's length as it enters the barn,
differences in the pole's proportions, differences in how much of the ruler was
recorded, differences in the field of views, and a disagreement as to where a
camera had to be, in order, centrally, to frame the pole as it entered the barn.
Different records in different inertial frames!
All this contradicts Rindler's expectation of matching records and "identical
conclusions" for this single physical system;
all observers will be regarded as equivalent and, by employing the same
physical laws, will arrive at identical conclusions concerning the development
of any physical system.
Finally, on this topic, there is a fundamental issue that has been completely
disregarded, and that is the issue of the significant change in an object's mass
at great speed.
As any particle increases speed so it also increases its energy; it acquires
kinetic energy- the energy of motion, and energy is assumed to possess
mass.
At a speed relevant to events described above, an accelerated pole could not
acquire extra energy without, at the same time, taking on the extra mass that
accompanies kinetic energy.

Unlike the 'pole in barn' thought experiment, which lacks incontrovertible
empirical verification, Stanford scientists have proved that particles increase
their mass by 40,000 times when accelerated to near light-speed. A fact that
would indicate that, far from becoming smaller and able to fit into a garage,
the pole would become so bulky as to annihilate the garage completely on
impact.

Occam's Razor
If we again apply “Occam’s Razor” to the, 'pole and barn' example, we have to
reject the suggestion that a particular and simultaneous action can be
physically different for every observer.
To use Einstein's theories on relativity to explain this time and space
'paradox', allows consequences which would make the conditions of this
World, and its physical properties, beyond rational belief.
The pole (or ladder) in barn paradox is used to illustrate the following; If we
imagine one reference frame assigns precisely the same time to two events
that are at different points in space, a reference frame that is moving relative
to the first will generally assign different times to the two events.
This, then, is my fourth significant consequence, given that I have shown
there are errors in the doctrine of the 'relativity of simultaneity' as applied to
our understanding of space and time, (and spacetime) with its clearly incorrect
conclusion that there can be no absolute simultaneity from two stated
assumptions.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART FOUR;
synchronous time
But time dilation is too universal a concept now to be banished by the
reasoned refutation of one poor example justifying its authenticity.
The behaviour of synchronous clocks is also extensively analysed to account
for this same phenomenon.
Again I am going to use Rindler's publication for quotes because of the high
regard his works command. These examples take further his claim for the
time differences outlined in part one.
Time dilation, like length contraction, must a priori be symmetric: if one inertial
observer considers the clocks of a second inertial observer to run slow, the
second must also consider the clocks of the first to run slow.
He now refers to the diagram below;
Synchronized standard clocks A, B, C, . . . and A' , B' , C' , . . . are fixed at
certain equal intervals along the x-axes of two frames S and S' in standard
configuration.
The figure shows three world-maps made, at convenient equal time intervals,
in the ‘midframe’ S'' relative to which S and S' have equal and opposite
velocities. In each world-map the clocks of S and S' are all seen to indicate
different times, since simultaneity is relative.
Suppose the clocks in the diagram indicate seconds. As can be seen, A'
reads 4 seconds ahead of A in Fig (a), only 2 seconds ahead of C in Fig (b),
and equal with E in Fig (c). Thus A' loses steadily relative to the clocks in S.
Similarly E loses steadily relative to the clocks in S' , and indeed all clocks in
the diagram lose at the same rate relative to the clocks of the other frame.

Diagram 22; Rindler's synchronised clocks.

So, what are we actually looking at here?
In a) we have two (opposing) travelling items synchronised at C and C' where
both clocks read zero.
What is it that is going to be moving?
Well, it has to be 'a clock', according to Rindler, and we see in both S and S'
the past times and the future times that those clocks did read and will read.
In fact what is drawn are two 'time lines' for the clocks at C' and C, showing
where their pasts and futures lie.
If we copy Rindler's drawing as a timeline with rockets S' and S (such that
they have within them the clocks from above), we see the craft passed each
other when their clocks sync'd at zero. [as above, (a) ] and their past times
and future times match Rindler's drawing also.

Diagram 23; a time-line for rockets that contain the clocks from Rindler's
diagram 22.
It is, therefore, a non sequitas to say that in (a) A' reads 4 seconds ahead of
A, as what Rindler is actually comparing, is the future of the clock at C' [in (a)]
with the past of the clock at C, [in (a)] as the craft were never at the same
place, in space, at any other times; only when their clocks read zero.
So why compare an arbitrary future time of S' with an arbitrary time from S's
past?

However, lets ignore this for a moment and look for a more serious outcome
from a belief in Rindler's drawing, with my extending the chart to see what
occurs when we continue the record;

Diagram 24; an extension of events following Rindler's diagram 22.
Well, we see that for every second that passes, for each travelling clock, a
time difference occurs of 2 seconds. The differences are, as recorded by
Rindler; 4 seconds, 2 seconds and zero seconds in boxes (a), (b) and (c).
After zero, on my continuation, we see the changes still alter by two's, but the
'other side' of zero. So (d) is again a gap of 2 seconds, (e) four seconds, (f)
six seconds and (g) eight seconds.
Therefore, for every one second that passes, Rindler's maths tells us that the
two clocks become out of sync by two seconds. That is, for every hour of

travel, the clocks (or space ships, or trains, etc) will show a disparity of two
hours. After a year the clocks (and travellers) are two years apart time-wise.
Without a proper substantiation as to what he was confirming, Rindler quotes
an experiment made by Messrs Hafele and Keating, who travelled 4 caesium
atomic clocks on an aircraft to measure by how much their clocks went out of
sync with an earthbound timepiece.
On landing the physicists compared the times on their clocks, against the time
scale at the US Naval Observatory, with which their clocks had been in sync
on take-off.
Their published result was that there was a slight time difference; the
slightness being that “if a man lived for 100 years, and spent all his life flying
around the world, he would, after that time, be younger than his stay-at-home
twin by one ten thousandths of a second".
Appendix 5; Hafele and Keating details.
It seems irrational for Rindler to quote an experiment that appeared to show a
time dilation of such a pitiful amount, having just apparently 'proved'' in his
diagram 22 above, that two opposing clocks should be out of sync by the far,
far greater amount of double the actual number of hours flown!
Is it time to abandon highly complicated maths and have faith in
straightforward logic? Yes.
Rindler quotes the following "time dilation" experiments which were performed
to give credit to the notion of an 'extended life' for muons;
Unlike length contraction, time dilation has been amply confirmed
experimentally. For example, muons reaching us from the top of the
atmosphere (where they are produced by incoming cosmic rays), are so
short-lived that, even had they travelled at the speed of light, their travel time,
in the absence of time dilation, would exceed their lifetime by factors of the
order of 10.
Appendix 6; Rossi and Hall
Equivalent experiments with muons circling ‘storage rings’ at the CERN
laboratory in 1975 and thereafter have refined these results to an impressive
accuracy.
However, both your 'proofs', Mr Rindler, have since been repudiated.
Appendix 7; Experiment details.
The above appendix gives further details concerning the practical experiment
to which Rindler refers, which was carried out at the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron at Brookhaven, which sought to substantiate the theory of a
muon's encounter with 'time dilation' . Briefly, a stream of muons, which,

individually, have a known lifespan of 2.2 microseconds, was accelerated
around the 14 meter diameter circular tube of the synchrotron at 99.94% of
the speed of light.
The normal lifespan of a muon would allow it to complete 15 laps of the
synchrotron before it decayed. However the muon completed 400 laps before
decomposing.
The conclusion was, that time, for the muon, was moving more slowly,
because of its extreme speed, allowing it to travel further in its own personal,
slower, time frame, thus, according to the Brookhaven scientists, proving 'time
dilation'.
However, this is completely repudiated by another experiment, made at
Stanford, California.
We know from my conclusion on the pole in barn hypothesis that as an object
increases speed so it also increases its energy; it acquires kinetic energy- the
energy of motion, and energy is assumed to possess mass.
An accelerated muon could not take on that extra energy without, at the same
time, taking on the extra mass that goes with kinetic energy.
So when Stanford scientists accelerated muons down a straight tube 3
kilometres long they discovered, that by the time the particles emerged at the
far end, they had a mass 40,000 times larger than when they began their
journey.
Those muons, accelerated at Brookhaven, must similarly have experienced a
huge increase in their mass, and that greater mass would clearly have taken a
longer time to decay than the expected lifespan of a muon outside of a
particle accelerator.
Similarly, the Rossi and Hall experiment of 1941, to which Rindler initially
refers, which timed muons between the summit and foot of Mt Washington,
finding that their lifetimes were dilated in accordance with his own equations,
obviously, also, did not take into account the consequences of their increase
in mass, associated with their speed of travel.
The concern then is; how does a specific mathematical equation, dedicated to
the 'proof' of this phenomenon, manage to come up with a categorical,
affirming result when the experiment turns out to be faulty?
Obviously equations had to have been manipulated to enable them to verify,
perfectly, the conclusions of the initial practical test.
(Perhaps they were abiding by a comment by Richard Feynman, who
famously said "we should never do a calculation without first knowing the
result!")
I therefore ask, with the findings of those experiments now being questioned,
what new confirmations and corroborations can we expect from our
mathematicians?
It may be objected that muons are not clocks—but time dilation applies to any
temporal process , even human lifetimes. To see this, at least for uniform
motion, we need only imagine a standard clock to travel with the muon or the

space traveler in their respective inertial rest-frames. Another striking instance
of time dilation.
Again, if there was such a phenomenon as ‘time dilation’, then, as above,
reflecting on the notion that there is no such thing as ‘absolute motion’ and no
"privileged observer" it would be also entirely fair to consider that the
Brookhaven laboratory muons were actually stationary, and it was the
scientists themselves who were flung around the muons at 99.94% of the
speed of light.
In this scenario it would be the laboratory experiencing a time dilation!
If all parties can experience the same 'time dilation' for a single event, all such
changes must cancel each other out, when there can be no apparent change
in scale, or time, for any of the participants.
Rindler's also refers to the rocket launched hydrogen maser experiments,
which also initially claimed to demonstrate 'time dilation', but have since been
queried, as the experiment relied upon a clock that could itself be influenced
by factors it was measuring.
Changes in atmospheric pressure and operating temperatures greatly affect
such clocks, so that merely calculating the measurable influence of red and
blue shifts, and the fast changing distance across which the 'time information'
was being transmitted, was still insufficient rigor to enable a thorough
conviction in the results.
Appendix 8; atomic clocks
So, the rocket based maser, whilst proving that gravity did affect the
behaviour of a pulsed signal, did not axiomatically prove, at all, gravity's direct
influence on 'proper' time itself.
Other widely known 'proofs' for time dilation are debunked within the following;
Appendix 9; IVES STILWELL
Appendix 10; MICHELSON MORLEY
Appendix 11; POUND REBKA
and also;
1) http://www.physicsmyths.org.uk/timedilation.htm
Where inconsistencies in the Lorentz transformations are shown to lead to
different conclusions regarding the interpretation of events in different
reference frames, not only with regard to the timeline of events, but due to the
physical interaction of systems with regard to the whole causal chain of
events.

2) http://phys.org/news/2010-04-discovery-quasars-dont-dilationmystifies.html
Where events associates with quasars do not exhibit any time dilation
3) http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Research%20PapersRelativity%20Theory/Download/6363
Einstein's time dilation concept proved wrong by time sharing methods.
4) http://www.alternativephysics.org/book/TimeDilation.htm
The reference frame argument.
and, from my earlier essay;
5) http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/%7B$cat_name%7D/View/6227
concerning the misunderstanding of a muon's decay time at the Large Hadron
Collider.
My fifth significant consequence is that, not withstanding all the debunked
theories and experiments, synchronous time and gravitational time dilation is
still alive and well within the scientific community.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART FIVE;
The maths behind theoretical physics
Einstein was clearly a genius, and E=mc ² is undoubtedly the most brilliant
and most elegant mathematical equation ever. (Whoever was actually
responsible for its innovation!).
The simplicity of these few symbols was the result of years of labour,
managing his own ideas and those of others, in order to reduce a great
number of pages of formulae to this minimal equation.
Unfortunately many mathematicians who have followed Einstein, hoping to
find fame by extrapolating further conclusions from the Master's great
achievement, have produced a miasma of chaotic and dense figures, often
characterised by illegible, chalky symbols on the white boards of geeky
scientists in science fiction movies!
Mathematics has become the considered tool for tackling the conundrums of
theoretical physics, and often the convoluted procedure involved in identifying
physical results, is to my mind, the problem with many papers on 'Relativity'.
There are as many different and spurious interpretations of relativity and its
concomitant theories as there are physicists writing about it.
As I have suggested, because the dogma of maths is so non-visual,
mathematicians are bound to loose sight of the actual issues being pondered.
By manipulating their procedure and working with symbols that represent a
range of possible numbers, their work provides data that purports to relate to,
or to back up, experiment or theory.
With certain accepted experimental verification becoming questionable, as
has been outlined in the previous chapter and its appendices, the employment
of 'flexible' equations, which appear to produce results consistent with these
theories, are therefore dubious.
Many of the phrases considered legitimate in the progression from one set of
equations to another- enabling a second conjecture to be the exact corollary
of the former, permit subsumed figures to provide a guaranteed answer.
This has to fall foul of the law of multiplying probabilities, which provides
answers of diminishing accuracy.
Appendix 12; extenuating phrases
The quote below, from Lawden, dwells solely in the abstract world of symbols,
where no actual numbers are provided. It appears to be able to confirm the
conclusion, that for light, there is no time interval between propagation and
termination.
Suppose that a new inertial frame is now defined, moving in the direction of
the line joining the events with speed ∆d/ ∆t. This will only be possible if

∆d/ ∆t < c.
Relative to this frame the events will occur at the same point and hence
_
∆d = 0.
_
By equation ԏ² = ∆t ² - 1/c ² ∆d ² therefore, ԏ² = ∆t ²
i.e. the proper time interval between two events is the ordinary time interval
measured in a frame (if such exists) in which the events occur at the same
space point. In this case, it is clear that ԏ² > 0 and the proper time interval
between the events is said to be timelike.
_
Suppose, if possible, that a frame S can be chosen relative to which the
_
_
events are simultaneous. In this frame ∆t = 0 and ԏ² = -1/c² ∆d²
Thus t ²< 0, and, in any frame, ∆d/∆t > c. ԏ is then purely imaginary and the
interval between the events is said to be spacelike.
If the interval is timelike, ∆d/∆t > c and it is possible for a material body to be
present at both events. On the other hand, if the interval is spacelike,

∆d/∆t > c and it is not possible for such a body to be present at both events.
The intermediate case is when ∆d/∆t = c and then ԏ = 0.
Only a light pulse can be present at both events. It also follows that the proper
time interval between the transmission and reception of a light signal is zero.
This professes to confirm, through the manipulation of equations, the
'spacetime' notion that for a photon (travelling at the speed of light), the
spacetime-distance between any two points in the Universe is zero.
This being the pseudo-Euclidean, four-dimensional interval between two
events connected by a ray of light, e.g., the emission and the absorption of a
photon.
As is covered in part one, light does not appear to subscribe to many of the
usual laws of physics. I concluded that, if certain values cannot exist for a
photon, then there can be no reference frame for a photon to observe.
Now lets investigate light and rest frames;
Current physics assumes the following;
A “rest frame” is a coordinate frame in which the observer is at rest; where,
only the time coordinate advances as time passes; spatial coordinates remain
constant.
If light had a rest frame, its own trajectory would be slower-than-light in that
frame. But in everybody else’s rest frame, light’s trajectory is a “null”
trajectory. There is no Lorentz-Poincaré transformation that can take one into
another, hence we conclude that light has no rest frame.

Consider a photon moving in our "zz" direction, then all the values of "zz" from
the event where the photon is emitted to the event where the photon is
absorbed don't really exist for the photon.
The photon does not observe and cannot travel in either the "xx" or "yy"
directions, so those directions do not really exist for the photon either.
Particles that travel at the speed of light cannot have a rest frame. So they
themselves can never be in anything.
We cannot regard photons ever to be 'at rest' because we cannot look at any
reciprocal symmetry for it, as this would mean that, as non privileged
observers, we could regard ourselves at travelling at speed 'c' , and physics
has it that the faster you close in towards the speed of light the smaller the
time interval, with objects shrinking in the direction of motion. In relativity we
cannot consider frames moving at the speed of light and such a thing is
basically just meaningless; apparently the universe would be contracted to
nothing and time would stop.
I am content to accept all this polemic, solely whilst it exists in the illusory
arena of spacetime, where fantasy reigns, without any realistic hope of any
kind of verification. For these are the ephemeral notions which permit
cosmologists to extemporise on macroscopic matters, upon 'loop' quantum
gravity, and to speculate about the origin and structure of the universe.
But, for me, I consider it is pure semantics for spacetime to allow that no time
passes for a photon, (claiming that for light, the whole Universe is a infinitely
thin pancake, compressed in the direction of motion). For all practical
purposes, that concept is inconsistent and anomalous, as it can have no
functional use whatsoever. It would be equally ridiculous to say that there is
no 'warm' or 'cold' for light, or to apply any other anthropomorphic
characteristic to photons.
So what is the value of this statistical assumption, apart from a neat
summation of a mathematician's figures? What are the advantages and the
complications of having two views about light speed, and can they ever rest
easily together?
There are obviously many examples where both versions of light speed's
'attributes' conflict. One being;
version 1) as above, being that for a particle of light, only one moment in time
exists and the world is two dimensional.
This would mean that, if you journeyed in a spaceship travelling at the speed
of light (which, ok, is impossible), to a location 30 light years distant, for you
time would not pass. A thirty light year trip would be instantaneous.
version 2) from our reference frame light travels at 299 792 458 m / s (in a
vacuum) for which we provide the symbol 'c'.
Understanding this, should you journey in your spaceship at the slightly more
probable speed of 90% the speed of light, conventionally it would take 27
light years for the same trip.

Logic complains that there cannot be such a massive difference in the overall
journey time for an otherwise comparable trip, (27 light years against
nothing!) whereby a slight alteration to your top speed would allow for such a
fundamental disparity in lifetimes.
Should an astronaut, preparing for this 30 light year venture, be able to speed
up his craft by a mere 10%, an hundred and seventy six point four trillion mile
trip would be accomplished in an instant! It would be he, himself, who would
arrive at his destination, rather than a relative from his far distant generations.
Mathematical probabilities can look acceptable until such comparisons are
logically drawn.
Appendix 13; tensor calculus
There are many other reasons that deny the arithmetic claim whereby, for a
spaceship travelling close to the speed of light, interstellar distances will,
themselves, shrink.
1) Let's start by choosing to consider the above equations to be relevant for a
trip to the Andromeda Galaxy. Consequently, then, we also have to take into
consideration the attendant length contraction estimations of physicists who
claim that a craft shrinks in the direction of its travel.
In these circumstances the craft would then become of less length relative to
the distance it has to travel.
Given that the rocket's length at take-off may be calculated as a particular
percentage of its 'proper' distance-journey to far galaxies, then, should it
shrink on its journey, it will therefore have to travel a greater multiplication of
its new length to reach its destination.

Diagram 25 ; comparing the effective travel distance between a speedshrunken and a non-shrunken craft.
2) no matter how the astronaut experiences the time of her journey’s passing,
and no matter how the ‘time dilation’ notion records her heart rate slowing
down also, the rocket motor would still have to push the craft for
17,597,088,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles to get to the Andromeda galaxy.

If the rocket’s propellant (which cannot be compressed) hasn't already burst
its now shrunken tanks, the controller on earth will still have had to provide the
craft with enough liquid nitrogen to last for a 3 million light years journey, plus
enough oxygen to keep the astronaut alive throughout that time.
3) Brian Cox, also a major proponent of 'time dilation', puts numbers to affirm,
that should a rocket be able to attain near light speed, the distance from Earth
to Andromeda would reduce to a mere 50 year trip.
This calculation again utilises Einstein's idea of examining events occurring
from the perspective of, and from the reference frames of, 'two observers'.
Again we will see how faulty is this application.
Those being (as with the Twins Paradox), the Astronaut and the Earthbound
observer.
However, should we add an extra character to the scenario everything
changes, once again confirming that the 'two observer' hypothesis will always
be invalid.
4) If we examine this phenomena from the point of view of an alien on
Andromeda, then, should he have a powerful enough telescope (and a long
enough lifetime) he must (by accepted physics) have to wait 3 million years to
witness the arrival of the light from Cox's rocket's take-off flash on Earth. (a
three million light year trip for light inevitably takes three million years! QED.)
It makes no sense, then, that Cox's rocket can land beside the alien after only
50 years of its travel, when the light image of the take-off from Earth will take
another 2,999,950 years to appear in the alien's telescope.
Even taking into consideration the convoluted attributes and desirable
promises of spacetime, the rocket cannot overtake the light carrying the takeoff information, as this would clearly break the law of ‘cause and affect’

Diagram 26; The untenable event of a spacecraft taking a shorter journey time
than that of light to reach Andromeda.
Once again, the perceived ingenuity of the comparison of experience of 'two
observers' is shown to be fallible; it is totally constraining the understanding of
any actual 'proper' physical circumstance.
The accepted dogma of maths has to be re-thought.

The hundreds of pages of mathematical masturbation that produce 'proofs' of
time dilation and length contraction have to be abandoned.

Appendix 14; Refutation of The Length Contraction And Time Dilation

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART SIX;
relative time dilation
In this section we are going to look a specific case of the employment of these
reprehensible 'two observers' and how this misleading procedure has been
used to verify ideas extrapolated from the experiments and theories criticised
above. By returning to the main theme of inertial frames I open for discussion
the alleged special behaviour of physics within the realm of spacetime.
This from D.F. Lawden, but it closely adheres to a general understanding, by
physics, of the "Twins Paradox". He echoes the Brian Cox ideas from Part 5.
if a human passenger were to be launched from the earth in a rocket which
attained a speed approaching that of light, and after proceeding to a great
distance returned to the earth with the same high speed, suitable
observations made from the earth would indicate that all physical processes
occurring within the rocket, including the metabolic and physiological
processes taking place inside the passenger’s body, would suffer a
retardation.
Since all physical processes would be affected equally, the passenger would
be unaware of this effect. Nonetheless, upon return to the earth he would ﬁnd
that his estimate of the duration of the ﬂight was less than the terrestrial
estimate.
The basic "Twins" version concludes that a travelling twin would, on her
return, be far younger than a stay-at-home twin.
It may be objected that the passenger is entitled to regard himself as having
been at rest and the earth as having suffered the displacement and therefore
that the terrestrial estimate should be less than his own.
This is the clock paradox.
The paradox is resolved by observing that a frame moving with the rocket is
subject to an acceleration relative to an inertial frame and consequently
cannot be treated as inertial.
The claim is then, that the Earth is an inertial frame which does not accelerate
or decelerate, (unlike the rocket) thus causing the difference in the 'time'
experience between the 'two observers', the astronaut and the earthbound
colleague.
So Lawden only vaguely acknowledges that there is no privileged observer.
Let's consider this next diagram;

Diagram 27; the constant-velocity space changes between two boxes whose
distance apart subsequently increases by an acceleration.
Rows 1 and 3 (red) are the views of an outside observer, not drawn, of a
series of events reflecting the relative movements of two independent inertial
frames moving at a constant velocity in interstellar space, both of which carry
an internal observer. The black boxes, one large, one small, represent those
inertial frames. Blue and red arrows mark the changing number of distance
'units' recorded between the boxes.
Rows 2 and 4 (Blue) are merely the alternative, slightly different angled views
of a second outside observer, of exactly the same inertial frames as are being
seen by our first observer.
The very first images, shaded yellow in Rows 1 and 2, show two linked
inertial frames, which, at that moment, can be considered to be in a single rest
frame.
We are the third external observer in our own inertial frame. We are also
moving, relative to the black boxes, which is why the black boxes themselves
appear, to us, to twist and turn.
From the second image onwards, in rows 1 and 2, there appears a growing
gap between the small and the large black boxes, but this gap increases at

perfectly regular intervals, (one additional 'unit' only per frame) so that we can
say that no acceleration is occurring.
However, rows 3 and 4 do show an acceleration, as greater and greater
distances are recorded between the two boxes, as viewed by all observers.
This must mean that one, or other, or both are no longer inertial, but are
accelerating.
Now, to avoid a giant diagram, please imagine that this acceleration increases
such that the large and small black boxes become separated by a vast
distance.
Next the whole process is reversed and those two black boxes accelerate
back towards one another, finally slowing down to an even cruise mode, of no
acceleration, (inertial frames once again) finally to conjoin as before.
I have provided no information as to which box has moved away from the
other, or, indeed, if the parting was a result of only one box moving, relative
ourselves and relative to the Blue and Red observers, or if both boxes were in
motion, relative to us all.
All we perceive is a change in the distance between the boxes and a change
in the speed at which that distance has been achieved. One, either or both
boxes have, at some time, accelerated and decelerated.
Any variation in the apparent time passing for the occupants of each black
box must cancel out as we cannot say that either one was always in an
inertial frame.
If there can be no privileged observer in this case, it just cannot be said that
one of the box's occupants was the stay-at-home person (at rest), whilst the
other was the traveller. Such a statement would be wholly inappropriate.
Now, in this diagram, let us substitute the Earth for the big box and a rocket
for the small box. How, now, can we maintain that the Earth, relative to this
rocket, is a privileged observer at rest?
In such an example, how can the Earth continue to be an inertial frame? In
this case, it would be a prejudiced acquiescence to accept the frames of the
Earth and rocket as being equal in only one respect; (only accepting a change
in distance) whilst failing to acknowledge a change in acceleration for one or
both.
The results of Special relativity only apply to inertial frames and the
rocket passenger is accordingly not entitled to make use of them in his own
frame.
But clearly, now, we can consider the rocket could have been an inertial frame
and the Earth responsible for any relative movement.
Once again it is definitely possible to agree that any time changes that may
have occurred have been cancelled out by symmetry. The astronaut's clock

will exactly match the Earthbound colleague's clock. No time dilation has
occurred, and no matter how many complex mathematical calculations can be
written, the physical logic of the situation has to be preeminent.
As will be shown later, the methods of general relativity theory are applicable
in any frame and it may be proved that, if the passenger employs these
methods, his calculations will yield results in agreement with those obtained
by the terrestrial observer.
Lawden concurs with the current rationalization of the Twins Paradox;
So the traveler can with equal right maintain that it was the stay-at-home who
did the traveling and should therefore be the younger when they reunite! But,
whereas uniform motion indeed is relative, acceleration is not, and
accelerometers attached to the twins will easily settle the dispute: one
remained fixed in an inertial frame, and the other did not.
Ah, the accelerometers! Are they the clue? Another error!
An accelerometer measures proper acceleration, which is the acceleration it
experiences relative to free-fall, and is the acceleration felt by people and
objects.
Put another way, at any point in spacetime the equivalence principle
guarantees the existence of a local inertial frame, and an accelerometer
measures the acceleration relative to that frame.
As with Rindler, and his misunderstanding of the complete and proper
symmetry in the 'pole and barn' paradox, Lawden, here, does not consider the
full symmetry of these circumstances.
Every observer becomes entitled to treat his reference frame as being at rest
and all other observers accordingly become equivalent.
If we do consider, by symmetry, that the rocket is, in this instance, 'at rest',
(Every observer becomes entitled to treat his reference frame as being at
rest)
then it will not just be the Earth that is retreating from the rocket, but all solar
bodies, all the planets and stars, all the rocks and meteorites.
All of interstellar space, the Universe and the Cosmos, will accompany the
Earth as it moves away from the rocket 'at rest'. (all other observers
accordingly become equivalent)
In this instance, the Earth can be considered to have move away from the
rocket, and not only at a constant velocity, but also under acceleration. The
rocket's accelerometer has, therefore, to measure the acceleration of the
Earth, the whole universe and absolutely everything else, relative to the
rocket's local inertial frame.

It can only be for ingenuous reasons that Lawden forgets to imagine
'everything else' moving against the rocket, when he naively singles out only
the Earth for his symmetry! This is a cataclysmic error with vital implications.
This limited thinking has led to many , now crucially inaccurate, fundamental
inferences being established.
Referencing the diagram below;
A) We see a shuttle. It is accelerating away from Earth. Its accelerometer will
be able to measure its acceleration due to the relative movement of masses.
B) With the Earth still being considered as 'at rest' the shuttle speeds away
further, to a new position shown in 'B'. It is the shuttle that is moving, relative
to the Earth, achieving a greater and greater distance from its home planet.
Now the symmetry;
C) As in 'B', 'C' also shows the shuttle being in a new position in the cosmos,
apparently forward of 'A'. The rocket's position is actually matching that in 'B',
(alongside the same blue planet).
However, in terms of the diagram, the craft in 'C' is directly below the shuttle
in 'A'.
In this instance then, we have the symmetry of the first event, with the shuttle
now being 'at rest'. Physics then insists that, therefore, it must be the whole of
the cosmos that is considered to be in an opposite motion. (not just Lawden's
Earth.)
This is what I mean, above, by Lawden not understanding the full symmetry of
this reciprocal event, when he only talks about symmetry involving the Earth.
With the whole mass of the cosmos passing the 'at rest' shuttle, it becomes
clear why the on-board accelerometer operates in the same as when it was
the craft in motion. It will measure the relative movement of masses, showing
an acceleration. That's the symmetry!
And just to cover every base.....
D) Image 'D' shows a third interpretation of the event. This being that both the
shuttle and the cosmos are accelerating away from each other, in opposite
directions. Each, therefore, at half their previous speeds. But once again the
shuttle has arrived in a matching place to 'B' and 'C', adjacent to the blue
planet.
It would be a further mistake, when contemplating the reciprocal
circumstance, (whereby the Earth is accelerating away from the rocket)
theoretically to place the accelerometer back on Earth where such a meter
would fail to find a reading.

Diagram 28. The symmetry of a rocket's apparent movement.

By accepting the affect of the Cosmos accelerating away from the rocket,
although it sounds ridiculous, we have to follow the 'no privileged observer'
idea, and realise that this immense mass will demand the same result from
the accelerometer, even although it is still placed within the ship.
Elsewhere, Lawden does accept that such a reversal of experience is valid;
However, by a well-known device of Newtonian mechanics, viz. the
introduction of inertial forces, accelerated frames can be treated as though
they were inertial and this suggests a way out of our difficulty.
So the accelerated rocket may be treated now as if in an inertial frame.
Thus suppose a space rocket, moving in vacuo is being accelerated uniformly
by the action of its motors. An observer inside the rocket will note that
unsupported particles experience an acceleration parallel to the axis of the
rocket.
Without question, that would include the accelerometer.
Knowing that the motors are operating. he will attribute this acceleration to the
fact that his natural reference frame is being accelerated relative to an inertial
frame.
Diagram 28 A and B, the rocket is accelerating away from the Earth (and
through everything else, of course).
However he may, if he prefers, treat his reference frame as inertial and
suppose that all bodies within the rocket are being subjected to inertial forces
acting parallel to the rocket's axis.
Diagram 28, C, the Earth (and Cosmos) accelerate away from the rocket.
Diagram 28, D, all elements move in opposition.
I underline the pertinent point in which Lawden accepts that if 'everything else'
moves and the rocket is still, the inertial forces from 'everything else' will affect
all bodies, which obviously includes the accelerometer. It will respond in
exactly the same way as it would, should it be that it is the rocket accelerating
away from the Universe.
And this counters Lawden's earlier claim that;
The paradox is resolved by observing that a frame moving with the rocket is
subject to an acceleration relative to an inertial frame and consequently
cannot be treated as inertial.
The Twin's Paradox is clearly the 'elephant in the room' for theoretical
physicists. They want to explain it, and they know the pertinent parameters,
however there are as many solutions (all faulty) as there are authors.

With their fundamentally opposing philosophies, physicists addressing the
Twin's issue, nevertheless, all arrive at the same conclusio, whereby the
lifespan of an astronaut twin would exceed that of a stay-at-home Twin. I hope
I have shown that this is absolute nonsense and, when fully thought through,
completely clearly contradicts well founded physics.
Appendix 15 The Twins (examples by various physicists)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART 7
Relative length contraction.
D.F. Lawden introduces us to a phenomena known generally as the
'Ehrenfest Paradox'. His description follows of the relative interpretation of
events between an astronaut, floating outside a rotating space station, and a
crew member, within the structure, who has chosen to carry out some
measurements of its circumference. Yes, its the culpable 'two observers'
again.
Suppose that a space-station in the shape of a wheel has been constructed in
a region of space far from other attracting bodies and that it is set rotating in
its plane about its centre with an angular velocity .
An astronaut, wearing a space-suit, is located outside the station and does
not participate in the station's rotary motion; his frame of reference is therefore
inertial.
The astronaut watches an inside observer, a crew member, measuring the
dimensions of the station using a metre rule.
The crew member first measures the radius of the station from its centre to its
outer wall by laying his rule along one of the corridors forming a spoke of the
wheel. The astronaut notes that the rule is moving laterally throughout the
measuring process, but this motion does not affect its length in his frame and
he will accordingly agree with the radius of the station as recorded by the
crew member, (agreed) who next lays his rule around the outer wall of the
station and records the perimeter. The crew member is entitled to regard the
station frame as being at rest.
During this process, however, the astronaut sees the rule moving
longitudinally with a velocity in addition to the rotating speed of the space
station, relative to him, and he notes its length as being reduced from the
crew member's measurement.

Diagram 29; Two measurements being accepted as the 'proper' length of the
craft's perimeter.

So the fact that the craft is revolving, relative to the floating astronaut, enables
current physics to claim that, for the astronaut, the length of the ruler he sees
the crew member using, is reduced. It will, therefore, require more meter
rules, end to end, to reach around the perimeter of the station, to satisfy the
astronaut, irrespective of the number that will suffice for the crew member.
This is certainly counterintuitive! But, once more we have an idea which is just
not fully thought through.
The contentious issues;
The foreground (nearest) part of the craft is passing the astronaut, as in the
diagram, left to right, (anticlockwise as we look down on it), where- as Lawden
has it- the rule's speed, (with it being moved around the interior of the
structure by the crew member), is added to the rotating speed of the space
station.
However, the opposite (far) side of the structure is crossing the astronaut's
field of view from right to left, whereby the velocity of the moving rule in the
hands of the crew member should then be deducted from the rotating speed
of the station, allowing for yet another measurement (less reduced) to be
recorded by the astronaut.
In addition, each side of the station, as it recedes from the astronaut on the
right, and gains towards the astronaut on the left, has no angular velocity, for
the astronaut, at those points. Therefore, if we are to accept, once more, the
opinion of an 'outside observer', for him, different parts of the ship will have
differing velocities and, therefore, different dimensions. Why then, for him,
does the ship not tear itself apart?
What are the further implications here of the involvement of 'two observers'?
Should the astronaut be able to affix meter rules to the outside perimeter of
the craft, whilst it is turning before him, such that the rules touch each other
end to end, he would be handling rules that would immediately have to
contract, the moment they leave his gloved hand, to match the crew member's
ruler size on the interrelated interior of the craft.
Should the station stop turning, relative to the astronaut, then there will be too
many rulers, touching one another, around its perimeter. They would buckle
and break.
Whilst the station is turning the inertial astronaut sees reduced size rulers
spinning with the structure. If he were to reach out and grab hold of a part of
the station, such that he is suddenly spinning around with it, again, for him,
there will, immediately, be too many rulers around the circumference, and
again they would have to buckle and break.

If the crew member attached rulers, end to end, on the inside of the perimeter
wall, there will have to be a fixed and finite number of them. How then do they
behave when the inertial astronaut views them as they turn in front of him?
If the interior ruler's lengths become reduced, as seen by the astronaut, (as
claimed by D.F. Lawden), gaps will have to appear between each ruler, which,
for the crew member, are still touching.
Alternatively, the whole of the peripheral ring will have to have become
contracted, in order that the shrunken (for the astronaut) rulers still touch.
Now, the spokes of the structure, Lawden claims, do not have their lengths
altered for either protagonist, as they are travelling laterally. But if the ring
shrinks its diameter to accommodate contracted rulers, then these spokes too
will be crushed inwards.
All this chaos, just because of the visual opinion of an inertial astronaut
floating in space!
These absurd results are another significant consequence, when events,
dictated to by the belief in length contraction, are fully thought through.
The implications associated with the space station above are also applicable
to the 'Ehrenfest paradox', which concerns the rotation of a "rigid" drum (from
the theory of relativity).
This concept has an observer sitting on the outer edge of a drum. He crawls
around the perimeter and measures the circumference.
Now the drum rotates, but he still crawls along the outer edge of the disc, still
to measure the boundary. His ruler will now be shortened (due to the Lorentz
contraction) and he will have to lay out his ruler more times to measure that
same distance. Therefore, he will measure the periphery as
being greater than his measurement when the drum was stationary.

Diagram 30; Ehrenfest's rotating drum.
So, the Ehrenfest paradox acknowledges the similarly impossible implications
derived from our examination of the revolving space station. This being that

the circumference of a rotating disk should contract, but not the radius, as the
radius is perpendicular to the direction of motion.
In differential geometry, there exists a certain type of mathematical plane
called a hyperbolic plane. In it, if you draw a normal circle, the radius will
remain the same, but the circumference will be greater than 2πr. Physicists
maintain that the accelerated angular motion of the drum causes a curvature
in spacetime, therefore distorting the normal flat geometric plane, causing the
circumference to be greater than 2πr.
This hypothesis, when considered by Einstein, he showed that a certain
number of measuring rods could be aligned along the drum's periphery, and
those rods would be contracted, if spinning with the drum, allowing more to fit
around the circumference, thus providing a measurement greater than 2πr.
His conclusion being that this indicates that geometry is non-Euclidean for
rotating observers.
However, what is the practical use of these propositions, that are clearly
gratifying to the non-material world of mathematics but just not feasible in the
real world which we touch, see and feel?
Any rigid object made from 'real' materials, that is rotating with a transverse
velocity close to the speed of sound, will discover that the material would then
exceed the point of rupture due to centrifugal force, because centrifugal
pressure cannot exceed the shear modulus of material.
So, both these examples, involving rotating observers, are not worthy of
consideration, except as a mind-numbing diversion for mathematicians.
The issue has a similar problem at its route as does Einstein's travelling train
theory, which purports to explain a time disparity for yet another 'two
observers', (Appendix 16) incorporating parallel mirrors. For that is yet another
idea being predicated on unfeasible conditions.
The 'impossible circumstance' of Einstein's train is that, in reality, a beam of
light would not continue to bounce between mirrors when travelling. Those
mirrors would move off, out of the path of such a beam, allowing it to be 'lost'
for both observers.
With the rotating space station and with Ehrenfest's revolving drum, the
manifest comparison between the wrongly-assumed, differing experiences of
two dissimilarly-positioned observers, clearly leads to refutable conclusions.
Theoretical physics, based on ideas formulated through the exploitation of
events that cannot physically occur, is a premise of zero value. It is poor
physics; it cannot 'prove' any hypothesis.
It is more than counterintuitive to claim that if we were to place two similar
clocks onto the rigid rotating drum, with one set upon the periphery, and the
other set at the centre of the circle, then the clock on the periphery will go
more slowly than the clock at the centre. Logic will ask- how will those two
clocks fall back into synchronisation when the rotating drum stops?

My last significant consequence is that when fundamental principles are
predicated solely on fantastical mental imagery, an permanent conviction
erroneously follows, allowing all the outlandish events I have described above
to be absorbed into mainstream physics.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONCLUSION
The exciting thing about physics is that humans, being naturally curious, and
constantly striving for solutions to universal questions, may use this discipline
to help turn theories into discoveries.
My problem is that too many thought experiments are predicated on
impossible circumstances. Extrapolated hypotheses arising from fanciful
notions that could, in reality, never be feasible, is counter productive and
leads to confusion, obfuscation and ever more unrealistic claims.
I cannot subscribe to the "its counterintuitive, nevertheless probable"
procedure, of undemanding acceptance, whereby non sequitas, that are
considered fascinating, become widely established as truth.
I favour the modus operandi of "its counterintuitive, time to investigate
further". And 'investigating further' is what I set out to achieve in this essay.
I hope that I have shown too that the widespread exploitation of the
apparently differing visual opinions of 'two observers' has lead to both
oversimplified, but also to overcomplicated, assumptions about proper time,
proper length and, of course, reality itself.
The mentally intense world of mathematics has provoked dilemmas, being
unable to visualise situations and circumstances under the weight of its
figures and symbols. Maths has become dry, perfunctory and uninspired as if
it were fulfilling an obligation rather than reflecting an enthusiasm.
I, therefore, ask that greater scrutiny is given to the above topics as the
implications of accepting what I have been questioning will cloud further
understating of universal matters.
END.

APPENDICES
Appendix; 1
reasons for choice of authors.
In previously published theses on relativity and cosmology I have chosen to
quote from "Pop science" books, criticising their assertions regarding similar
topics in physics as I write about here. It seemed, therefore, this time, that to
take two of the most eminent exponents of these subjects, and to tackle
suspect issues found in their works, would give a greater credulity to the
assertions I make in this paper.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 2;
The Second postulate (invariance of c)
As measured in any inertial frame of reference, light is always propagated in
empty space with a definite velocity c that is independent of the state of
motion of the emitting body. The speed of light in free space has the same
value c in all inertial frames of reference.
Informally, the Second Postulate asserts that objects travelling at speed c in
one reference frame will necessarily travel at speed c in all reference frames.
This postulate is a subset of the postulates that underlie Maxwell's equations
in the interpretation given to them in the context of special relativity. However,
Maxwell's equations rely on several other postulates, some of which are now
known to be false (e.g., Maxwell's equations cannot account for the quantum
attributes of electromagnetic radiation).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Appendix; 3)
Train paradox
Once again the employment of 'Two Observers' permits erroneous results.
Andrew Thomas gives us an interpretation of this common explanation of time
being different for these 'two observers'. However his description of how a
flash behaves to the travelling observer is in direct opposition of how Rindler
sees it. (nevertheless they both arrive at the same conclusion!)
"Two lightning bolts hit both ends of a train carriage in which stands Bob. The
carriage is travelling to the right". Diagram below.
"Alice, the outside observer, sees the two bolts hit the carriage at the same
time. She is equidistant from both flashes. The light from both flashes reach

her at the same moment. The flashes, therefore, appear to her to be
synchronous".
"As the train is moving to the right," Andrew Thomas correctly maintains, "the
distance is shortening between Bob (in the centre of the carriage) and the
point where the front flash hit, and lengthening between himself and the
location of the rear flash".
This difference leads both Thomas and other physicists to confirm that time is
different for a moving observer.

Diagram 31; Lightning bolts strike both ends of a railway carriage.
Thomas sums up;
1) The distance to each source of light at the front and the back of the
carriage is exactly the same.
2) The speed of light from each light source to Bob is exactly the same.
3) The light rays did not reach Bob simultaneously.

Diagram 32 ; Thomas's view of Bob's experience.
The light from the strike travelled an equal distance from each carriage- end
to Bob at the particular moment of the strike for, at that important moment,
those distances were equal.

To show the carriage having moved forward some distance, whilst the light
from the front strike is travelling towards Bob, requires the train to be travelling
faster than light itself.
The two distances (from Bob to each end of his carriage) are no longer
relevant after the lightning has struck, they are no longer pertinent to the
maths. The continuing movement of the train affects nothing, as the light from
the flash will have reached Bob already.
Measurements for both protagonists should be from the points on the track
(blue arrows) where the bolts struck to the position of Bob only at the very
moment of the strike. I am sure you can see that, contracry to Thomas's
opinion, all distances would therefore coincide.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix; 4;
free-fall
The universality of free-fall only applies to systems in which gravity is the only
acting force, with friction and air resistance absent.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 5;
The Hafele Keating Experiment
“Two scientists put a very accurate atomic clock on board an airliner before
flying it around the world, having synchronized it with another very accurate
atomic clock on the ground.”
“When they landed they found the two clocks no longer coincided. The clock
on the plane was behind the clock on the ground, thus proving that time
moves more slowly for the travelling clock” (and those persons fortunate to
accompany it.)
For Rindler to quote this experiment, as if it were the holy grail of time dilation
proof, is a very sloppy practice, as below I recount the actual experiment that
was performed in detail.
Two scientists, Messrs Hafele and Keating, put 4 caesium atomic clocks on
Pan Am flight 106 in October 1971 and flew for many hours towards the
plane’s destination.
On landing they compared the times on their clocks, against the time scale at
the US Naval Observatory, with which their clocks had been in sync on takeoff.
Their published result was that there was a slight time difference; the
slightness being that “if a man lived for 100 years, and spent all his life flying
around the world, he would, after that time, be younger than his stay-at-home
twin by one ten thousandths of a second".

If we do the math we find, that to arrive at this conclusion, their clocks had to
be precise to one 31.5 trillionths of a second.
Now, they didn’t just take one caesium clock on the plane, but took four, so as
to be able to ‘average out’ any discrepancy between those on-board time
pieces!
Therefore, if they acknowledged that there could be a discrepancy between
their own four clocks, whilst requiring an accuracy of their clocks against the
US Naval Observatory’s clock to be within one, three and a half trillionths of a
second (in order to prove their 'time dilation' point), then this plainly makes a
nonsense of this experiment.
Einstein’s theory, requires a scientist’s determination to confirm what he set
out to establish. I suggest the experiment was not worth the airfare!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 6;
ROSSI and HALL,
Rossi and Hall compared the population of cosmic-ray produced muons at a
mountain top with those discovered at sea level. It was seen that the muons
did not decay at a rate predicted by their short life expectancy over the
additional distance travelled. The muons extended life span, Rossi and Hall
claimed, was due to time dilation.
As I explained in " "Repudiating time dilation and other fallacies" that, as an
object increases in speed, so does the amount of energy that it has, this
energy is what is referred to as ‘the increase in (inertial) mass’ The extra
mass taken on by the high speed muon clearly takes an additional time to
decay, thus extending the muon's life-span.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 7;
MUONS; further details on these experiments.
An atomic particle with a very short (known) lifespan, is accelerated around a
14 meter diameter, circular tube so as to examine any change in its predicted
behaviour.
This experiment with dying muons at the Brookhaven AGS on Long Island
seeks to provide the proof that a muon (from its own point of view) shrinks the
size of the 14 meter Synchrotron, because it is travelling at 99.94% of the
speed of light.
According to the Brookhaven scientists, the only way a muon can manage
400 laps of the Synchrotron, in the 2.2 microseconds of its life, (when only 15

laps would normally be expected for a muon to survive, outside of a particle
accelerator, before it decays), is because time, for the muon, is moving more
slowly, allowing it to travel further in its own (longer) ‘personal’ time frame.
This elongation of the muon’s life, by a factor of 29.3, does occur and does
allow scientists to have a longer time in which to study the particle. They,
therefore, claim the muon is experiencing this stretching of its lifetime,
because of a ‘time dilation’, at near light speed, coinciding with Einstein’s
prediction.
Also, it is claimed, that, should it be possible for a passenger to travel along
with the muon, he too would experience an identical time dilation. The
circumference of the ring would be reduced from the viewpoint of the muon,
and the passenger!
However, another experiment, made at Stanford, California might provide an
alternative reason for the increased life of an accelerated muon that makes
more sense than does time dilation.
These scientists found that, as an object increases speed so it also increases
its energy; it acquires kinetic energy- energy of motion.
Energy is assumed to possess mass.
The object cannot take on the extra energy without, at the same time, taking
on the extra mass that goes with kinetic energy.
To demonstrate this, Stanford scientists accelerated subatomic particles down
a straight tube 3 kilometres long. By the time the particles emerged at the
other end they had a mass 40,000 times larger than when they began their
journey.
The muons accelerated at Brookhaven, similarly, must have experienced a
huge increase in their mass, and this greater mass would clearly take a longer
time to decay than the far smaller, original mass of a muon living outside a
particle accelerator.
Therefore one would expect the accelerated muon to complete more laps
than a stationary muon, whilst its additional mass takes this longer time to
decay.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 8
atomic clocks.
The results of experiments employing synchronised atomic clocks do record
an apparent time disparity, claimed to be due to differences in altitude or
differences in speed. However, with those variations being so very small, one
should question the reliability and the suitability of the measuring equipment.
The National Standards Agencies in many countries maintain a network of
atomic clocks which are inter-compared and kept synchronized to an

accuracy of 10- ⁹ seconds per day. ( A huge figure of imprecision in
comparison with those being measured and recorded above). They are
compared so as to signal any discrepancy-(thus allowing for the fact that
discrepancies can occur).
An adjustment process is employed which tries to correct any unwanted sideeffects, such as frequencies from other electron transitions, temperature
changes, and, further, to avoid inherent 'pulling' effects which make
repeatability troublesome.
Two additional issues which could be pertinent to the alleged results above is
that when a clock is first turned on, it takes a while for the oscillator to
stabilize. Also, these clocks, on Earth are chilled inside a container of liquid
nitrogen, to −193 °C. This cycled cooling dramatically lowers the background
radiation and thus reduces some of the very small measurement errors. Such
a temperature is unlikely to have been maintained for the atomic clocks on the
aircraft and rockets employed in the listed experiments discussed.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 9.
A criticism of the Ives Stillwell experiment by Joseph A. Rybczyk
The Ives – Stilwell experiment conducted by Herbert E. Ives and G. R. Stilwell
in 1938 is considered to be one of the fundamental tests of the special theory
of relativity. The intent of the experiment was to use a primarily longitudinal
test of light wave propagation to detect and quantify the effect of time dilation
on the relativistic Doppler effect of light waves received from a moving
source.
The experiment is believed by some also to verify and quantify indirectly the
more difficult to detect 'transverse Doppler effect'. This is associated with
detection at a substantial angle (to the path of motion) of the source- and
most specifically- the effect associated with detection at a 90° angle to the
path of motion of the source. In both respects it is believed that, a longitudinal
test can be used to verify, indirectly, an effect that actually occurs at a 90°
transverse angle to the path of motion of the source.
Based on recent theoretical findings of the relativistic transverse Doppler
effect involving the millennium theory of relativity, it can now be shown that
such comparison between longitudinal and transverse effects is fundamentally
flawed and subsequently invalid because it assumes compatibility between
two different mathematical treatments where under the conditions of the
experiment, none exist.
More specifically, it can now be shown that the special relativity mathematical
treatment of the transverse Doppler effect is invalid and thus incompatible
with the longitudinal mathematical treatment at distances close to the moving

source. Subsequently, any direct comparisons between the longitudinal and
transverse mathematical predictions under the specified conditions of the
experiment are invalid.
The flaws in the Ives and Stilwell experiment are also explained here;
http://www.mrelativity.net/MBriefs/Ives_Stilwell_Exp_Flawed_P1.htm
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 10;
Michelson Morley
Problems arising from the results of the Michelson Morley experiment are
given here;
https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/michelson-morley-experimentrevisited.26231/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 11;
Pound Rebka Experiment.
The main problem with their reasoning lies in the rationalising of a physical
process by which mass, momentum and energy can be either added to, or
subtracted from, a photon, without changing its velocity or angular
momentum.
If the fact that, in the Universe nothing is static, all is in motion, then, in the
time that it took for the photons to travel between source and observer, both
observers had accelerated upwards. This relative velocity between source
and observer causes the descending photons to be measured with shorter
wavelengths and the ascending photons to be measured with longer
wavelengths.
The apparent changes in the photon's wavelengths as measured by PoundRebka can only be interpreted as a Doppler shift, in which both source,
observer and all photons are in the same inertial reference frame. The
photons must be moving at exactly 'c' relative to both source and observer.
Their result actually arises from the upward change in motion of the Earth’s
surface caused by the constant expansion of matter. Should this 'disregarded
difference' be correctly considered, this essential addition will cancel out those
measurements made by Pound and Rebka, thus nullifying their results.

Doppler shifts produced by relative motion are among the most wellestablished phenomena in experimental physics, and have been accurately
verified in all experiments involving relative motion. To attribute the red and
blue-shifts measured by Pound and Rebka to a gravitational “field” is to deny
the validity of Doppler shifts, in favour of the Equivalence Principle, (which I
criticise in an early essay).
The Equivalence Principle is always added as a metaphysical precondition to
the experiment in order to invalidate any measurements that are not pleasing
to the human intuition.
J.L. Snider's later contribution to a follow-up experiment still failed to redress
these issues, with a Doppler shift being far the most straightforward
explanation of the Pound-Rebka results.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 12;
The extenuating phrases of mathematics
Many of the phrases allowed in moving forward from one set of equations to
another; enabling a second conjecture to be the exact corollary of the former,
permit subsumed figures to provide a confident answer.
When I say 'manipulated' I am referring to the prevalence of ambiguous
prefixes that are allowed to produce permanent and final conclusions to
calculations.
"assuming that"
"and this can be reduced to"
"as a first approximation to the solution we shall neglect..."
"and if we were to swap the plus sign for a minus sign"
"if we rearrange the terms"
"can now be expressed approximately"
"utilising two not necessarily neighbouring events"
"equation x interprets ds in its most practical context"
"differs from the scheme only by some few factors"
"and this can be written, after absorbing a minus sign into N and diving by ƛ"

"whence by use of..."
'pseudo tensors'
'dummy index'
These non explicit phrases, when repeated to allow one equation to be
subsumed within another, in a single calculation, must fall foul of the law of
multiplying probabilities, which provides answers of diminishing accuracy
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Appendix 13;
a criticism of tensor calculus.
My complaint is that the tensor contraction leads to a necessarily incomplete
description of the wave function in space-time. If the wave function changes in
time and in space which often happens, one must also investigate the mixed
derivatives.
Doug Sweetser
http://www.science20.com/the_standup_physicist/blog/challenging_the_tensor
_calculus_status_quo-161647
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 14;
"Refutation of The Length Contraction And Time Dilation Conclusions of
Einstein’s Special Theory Of Relativity"
By Harry H. Ricker III
http://www.gsjournal.net/old/physics/ricker2.pdf
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 15;
The Twins Paradox
This is perhaps the most famous thought-experiment related to special
relativity, which draws conclusions from a belief in the differing possibilities of
elastic time and distance. I hope that I have clearly explained the universally
poorly argued defence this paradox attracts and have convinced you of the
common faulty conclusions.
Below I quote other physicists who attempt to prove time dilation with this
paradox and I provide an explanation of their errors.
From; "Relativity. A very short introduction." Russell Stannard. Oxford
University Press
“Actually, the Twins Paradox is … a problem that can be explained
consistently with the principles of relativity as Einstein defined them.
In this story, consider a pair of twins. One, the sister, sets off in a spaceship
for the nearest star, Alpha Centauri, which is four light-years away. When she
gets there, she turns around right away and comes back to Earth, where her
brother is waiting for her. If her spaceship travels at a speed of 0.6 c (0.6
times the speed of light), then according to her brother on Earth, the trip took

160 months (thirteen and a third years). However, remember that since she is
in motion, her clock appears to run slow to her brother on Earth who is not
moving" [my italics to illustrate the error]
“So, to the sister on the spaceship, the total time it took her to get to Alpha
Centauri and back was only 128 months (ten and two-thirds years). She has
aged two and two-thirds years less than her brother!”
Stannard confusingly continues;
“However, remember that to the sister in the spaceship, if she looks at her
brother back on Earth, to her it looks like the Earth is moving backward away
from her at the same speed, (0.6 c). So to her, it would seem like her brother's
clock is running more slowly, and he should age less over the trip than she”.
“When her rocket ship arrives back on Earth, the paradox goes, who is older?
The answer is that the brother is older.
The sister, who travelled in the rocket ship to Alpha Centauri and back,
experienced accelerations on her trip to Alpha Centauri–the rocket ship had to
accelerate when it left Earth, slow down as it reached the star, turn around,
and then re-accelerate on its trip back to Earth and brake when it got back to
Earth. Because of this, the sister's reference frame is no longer an inertial
reference frame.”
As I have established earlier, acceleration can be ascribed to both the Earth
and the rocket. Stannard, like Lawden, only considers the earth in his
symmetry, failing to accept that, moving against the rocket, is the whole
universe, cosmos and beyond!
In looking back at the Earth (the brother’s frame of reference) the astronaut
could easily determine that the cosmos sped away from, (then rushed
towards) her: exhibiting the symmetrical acceleration and deceleration, after
cruising, that the writer attributes solely to the spacecraft.
Stannard finds a really lame contrast in the experience of the astronaut and
the controller by saying that, “during the period of the craft’s acceleration, the
controller felt nothing.”
‘Feeling nothing’ is yet another non-scientific way of denying that the Earth
could be the object in motion in this example.
And;
“This is how the symmetry between the astronaut and the controller was
destroyed.”
Now shown to be nonsense.
The quotes that follow are a further 'explanation' of the Twin's Paradox, by
Russell Stannard, as he descends into ever more ill-considered physics.
“We have seen how the effects produced by an acceleration are the same as
those that would be produced by an equivalent gravitational field”
The Earth’s gravitational field weakens through distance. Why is this not
considered?
The craft may be subjected to the gravitational fields of other celestial bodies
en route

It is obviously necessary that a spaceship’s initial acceleration has to be
considerably more than the 1g of Earth’s gravity to get off the ground.
“We can, therefore, replace the craft's acceleration by an imaginary
gravitational field........
(only if they match in g force) ........... of uniform strength, considered to be
stretching all the way from the craft's present position at the planet, to where
the controller is on earth.”
That would require a continuous acceleration of 1g from planet to Earth, to the
destination in order to match Earth’s gravity.
“This relation not only holds for the frequency of emitted light but also for the
rate of a clock placed at the same position. Bearing in mind that in our case
the controller's clock is placed higher up in the gravitational field compared to
the observer (the astronaut), the astronaut concludes the controller's time is
speeded up.
From the controller’s point of view he is located in the lower gravitational field,
as he is standing on Earth and the rocket is far away from Earth.
The controller could determine that the astronaut’s clock is speeding up, as
the controller, being higher in the gravitational field, [according to Stannard] is
also experiencing a compressed signal.
Whether or not we consider the spacecraft or the Earth to be in motion,
certainly the space between those two objects is contracting, so any pulse
would, I agree, be compressing.
“Thus, for the duration of the acceleration, the astronaut considers that the
controller's clock is running faster than her own. This speeding up of time is so
pronounced, by the time she switches off the rocket motors prior to cruising
home, the controller's clock, instead of lagging behind, is now far ahead of her
own.”
We can make no presumptions about the moment when she turns off the
rocket motors as we have not established the distance between Earth and
planet or the requirements of propulsion. The duration of her acceleration
must be important if, at that very point, the relative clocks reverse their
apparent speeds.
If she turns off the rocket motor the craft will no longer be accelerating at 1g,
but will be cruising, when we can no longer consider a red or blue shift, as the
equivalence principle can longer be in effect once the ship stops accelerating
to match the force of gravity.
“During the steady cruise home, she once again regards the controller's clock
to be running slower than hers because of the usual time dilation. As a
consequence, during the homeward journey her clock is tending to catch up
with controller's. However, it turns out that the latter gained so much time
during the short acceleration period, it is still ahead of hers when she arrives
back at earth. In other words, the stay-at-home twin is now older.

Again, the presumption of ‘acceleration time’ against ‘cruising time’ is made to
act in favour of Stannard’s view. Altering the percentages of each could
radically affect his results.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------now a similar story from;
"Time theory. Characteristics of time, gravity and space". Charles Gerry. ebook edition.
Charles Gerry makes the same errors in his similar version of the Twin’s
Paradox.
“the astronaut was in an inertial frame of reference whist cruising at a steady
speed. In order to reverse the direction of the spacecraft, at the turn-around
point, the astronaut was no longer in her inertial frame of reference (with
deceleration and acceleration); Newton’s law of inertia did not apply.
Only one observer remained in an inertial frame the whole time and that was
the controller. Only the controller was justified in applying the time dilation
formula throughout.”
Again, with the knowledge that an accelerometer performs in the same way
whether it measures the acceleration of the rocket in one direction, or the
relative acceleration of the whole universe, in the opposite direction, we can
dismiss this dismal rhetoric.
Once again, should there be any time dilation and/or length contraction they
will cancel out to nothing through symmetry.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------now a really simplistic version from;
"Life on the Edge". Jim Al-Khalili and Johnjoe McFadden
Al-Khalili is also casually oblivious of the true symmetry of acceleration and
deceleration, allowing those effects to influence one observer only.
"Alice (the astronaut) feels the effects of her journey whilst Bob (home
observer) remains stuck on the gently rotating Earth"
What a jumble of ideas! What a mish-mash of half digested hypotheses.
There are far too many non-sequitas in this account for it to carry any
scientific value.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

But now a more complicated, but equally erroneous account from;
"Why does E=Mc2". Brian Cox and Jeff Forshaw. Da Capo Press.
Cox and Forshaw provide a Minkowski 'style' diagram which tracks the
spacetime journey of the travelling astronaut 'twin', whilst the second
protagonist twin remains on Earth. The latter, again because of
the spacetime influence, aging, we are told, far more quickly.

Diagram 33; describing the Cox/Forshaw twin's journey in spacetime.
The twins start and finish the 'event' at the same location (Earth)
The astronaut takes a longer 'space' path than her stay-at-home twin. She
travels north-east, near the speed of light, then, she turns and travels northwest, again near the speed of light, to get back to Earth.
Spacetime theory demands that, because the stay-at-home twin has solely
travelled through time, she must have travelled through the 'time' axis more
quickly than the astronaut, who has spent more of her spacetime travelling in
space, thereby using up less of her 'time'. The theory thus concludes that the
stay-at-home twin must have aged more, as she has not used any of her
'space' quotient in her spacetime.
Firstly, it is incorrect to claim that the stay-at-home twin has used none of her
'space', solely by not travelling from the Earth. Their outcome of the paradox
disregards the movement of the Earth itself, which has moved from its initial
location at the time of the twins parting, taking the stay-at-home twin 'up'
along with it.

The Earth (and the stay-at-home twin) must have used up some spatial
quotient in travelling through the cosmos, (therefore, slightly depleting their
time quotient).
In Minkowski space, to which the Cox/Forshaw illustration relates, a 45
degree line represents the speed of light, where nothing can travel 'below' this
line without travelling faster than light. However, the trajectory of the astronaut
appears, in their diagram above, to dip below a 45 degree line , thus making
that part of her trip impossible.
The curve of her travel is also misrepresented. The representation of an
acceleration should be drawn as a convex curve as, gradually, a greater
distance is being achieved over time. (see my diagram below)

Diagram 34; showing the correct direction of the spacetime travel of the
astronaut twin.

The spatial distance, on the X axis, is unknown as the distance in space that
the astronaut reaches is governed by her turn around point for a matching trip
home.
Now, Cox / Forshaw may claim that the astronaut has only experienced 40
years passing for herself, but they claim that 59,000 years have passed on
Earth. But the astronaut returns to Earth; to the 59,000 year mark (at the top
of the timeline).
Clearly her earthbound twin is long dead, but the Earth, on which she had her
'being' has travelled up the timeline to the 59,000 year point, and this is where
the astronaut arrives at too, at the end of her trip.
It is disingenuous then, to ignore the fact that no matter how much she has
wandered about in space, she has also completed the same time distance as
the Earth. These two figures need to be added together surely, time and
space, as she has done both?
If it is true that the product of spacetime is achieved by equating both spatial
distance travelled and overall time taken to both protagonists, allowing either
more time and less space, or more space and less time, then there is a major
dilemma in accepting this phenomena of spacetime.
The formula for spacetime is considered as being S² = (ct)²-x²

However, initially, theoretical physicists found that the original formula
(S² = (ct)²+x²) gave them problematic answers. So, with a casual sleight
of hand this equation was changed; the plus sign became a minus sign!
This then allowed the claim that a spacetime distance is biggest if we
follow a path that has x=0. (The stay-at-home twin). Other paths (the
astronaut twin's) will be shorter, utilising this 'nicely' reconfigured
equation, because it now dictates that we have to subtract the always
positive x ². The claim then follows that the stay-at-home twin ages
faster than the astronaut as she travels up a timeline with x being zero.
So she ages more quickly! Manipulated mathematics to the rescue?
Yes!
Let us examine further this issue.
PLOTTING THE ASTRONAUT'S JOURNEY (diagram above; the red line)
The plotting of the journey of the astronaut is governed by the requirement of
her path never falling below that of the (green line) speed of light.
By the Cox / Forshaw demand, she accelerates for 10 years (to the first blue
dot) then decelerates before turning back.
The depiction of this first part of her trip begins with a trajectory that climbs
steeply from the start, curving ever closer to being parallel to the 45 degree
line.

This line can never become straight as she is accelerating throughout this ten
year stage of the journey. A straight line would have to represent an even
speed cruise.
After the first blue dot, for the next ten years, she is decelerating to the turnaround point.
Thus her trajectory curves away from the 'speed of light' line.
At the turn-around point she begins her acceleration again, so her trajectory
starts steeply as before, gradually curving in to being almost parallel with the
'speed of light' line again.
She then reaches the second blue dot. From here she is to decelerate again
for 10 years. Therefore we see her line of travel curving back upward, using
more time than space for her to complete her journey.
Such manipulated results do seem to benefit one character far above the
other!
Our astronaut has 'been around' for a colossal 59,000 Earth years, plus she
has been able to travel for quintillions of miles, and still she is only 40 years
older. Brilliant!
It is said that if something sounds too good to be true then, most likely, it isn't!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendix 16;
EINSTEIN's TRAIN and PYTHAGORAS
We have Einstein to blame for initiating the 'two observers' concept. Here,
characteristically, they obfuscate fact.
Einstein's thought experiment, on which the major part of modern physic's
belief in relativistic time dilation rests, has two parallel mirrors travelling in a
carriage with a passenger, which is witnessed by an outside observer. Both
record their experiences.
"As the carriage moves", the hypothesis reads, "the passenger sees a beam
of light bouncing back and forth between the mirrors". (diagram 35)

Diagram 35; Theory; The passenger sees a beam of light bouncing between
two mirrors as she travels to the left.
The concept continues; "The outside observer experiences something
different. Because the train has moved since the beam left the first mirror, the
second mirror is not, for him, still opposite the source mirror, but is further
down the line. With each reflection the beam must travel a diagonal course to
keep within the mirrors". (diagram 36).

Diagram 36; Theory; The outside observer 'sees' a diagonal track for the light
beam.
This led to the following equation, based on Pythagoras.

Diagram 37; Einstein's maths, on there being a time difference for two
observers.

The passenger's understanding of time is the time it takes for the light beam
to travel distance 'L' above. The outside observer experiences the time taken
for the light beam to be of a longer duration. His view, the hypotenuse 'D', is
longer than 'L' but the speed of light must be constant.
Therefore, the theory decides, that time is slower for the travelling observer.
This is Einstein's relativistic time dilation.
Given that, no-one is ever not in motion, and given that, by symmetry, both
could be viewed as being in equal motion by the other, there can be no
difference in their experience of time passing.
The whole theory is further flawed as;
1) light can never bounce off a parallel mirror at any other degree than 90
degrees.
2) light cannot be dragged along by the mirrors, it is independent of that
reference frame.
3) light has no 'knowledge' that the mirrors are moving, therefore the bouncing
beam will not travel with the train and passenger, but will fall off the mirror for
both observers, as below.

Diagram 38; A bouncing, reflected, light-beam escapes from moving mirrors.
END of APPENDICES
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